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enLight® HID Retrofit Kit - Make your
lanterns 50% more efficient and half
your maintenance costs

The new enLight® HID Retrofit Kit is a combination of the enLight®
entelli-BallastTM and the enLight® DOLFin®Pro for installation into
relatively new lanterns to make them up to twice as power efficient and
make HID lamps (SON or Metal Halide) last 2-3 times longer. Instead of
throwing perfectly good lighting fixtures into a skip, the HID Retrofit Kit
gives lanterns a new, much more efficient extended lease of life.
The HID Retrofit Kit is easily retrofitted into most lanterns and will typically take just
20 minutes to complete, Simply remove the existing control gear and fasten the
entelli-BallastTM in place using the clips provided. The DOLFin®Pro can be mounted on
the top of the lantern via a 20mm hole and comes pre-wired with an RS485 cable that
fastens to the socket on the entelli-BallastTM (it is keyed to ensure it cannot be connected
incorrectly) and that provides the power and connectivity for the DOLFin®Pro itself.
Key features include:
● Achieve >50% improvement in energy consumption from existing lanterns
● Significantly reduce maintenance costs due to 2-3 times increase in lamp life
● GPS location for accurate and automated asset management
● Multi-sensor array for enhanced remote diagnosis and management
● Wired and wireless enTalkTM capable for flexible sensor or actuator connectivity
● Sub-20 minute installation time for rapid deployment
● Can be connected to enLight® enSenseTM sensors for a variety of Smart
Cities applications
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HID Retrofit Kit Technical Specifications:
entelli-BallastTM		 DOLFin®Pro
Universal ballast for SON
or Metal Halide lamps

26 -150W

Network speed

150kbit/s

Ultra-soft start for longer lamp life

Yes

Range

>1000m

Energy efficiency

95%+

Network Topology

Self Healing Mesh

Lamp type auto-detection

Yes

Network data transmission

Symmetric

Voltage/Frequency input (AC or DC)

90-265V
256 AES Encryption end-to-end
47-60 Hz		

Yes

Temperature range

-20°-50°C

SELV (Low voltage supply)

Yes

Power Factor

>0.95

Antibacterial Polycarbonate shell

Yes

Dimming - Linear

35-100%

Environment protection IP68 Design

Yes

Ignition Voltage

Adaptive

Additional sensors supported

100+

Lamp Current Wave Form

Sine Wave

IBeacon & Eddystone support

Yes

Control Input

Digital

Anti-fouling and bird-proof design

Dimensions

L 115mm H 45mm Dimensions (including seal)
W 98mm

Yes
∅75 x 98mm

Seamless integration with enLight®
enSenseTM technologies
The HID Retrofit Kit is designed to work in harmony
with the enLight® enSenseTM sensor range to provide
a massively scalable wireless platform for connecting
sensors and actuators to the internet. Not only does
it include a whole host of sensors designed to vastly
reduce the cost of managing and maintaining outdoor
lighting but it can also be connected to additional
sensors mounted below the lantern itself (such as
air quality or micro-climate) or in the lamp post to
monitor water table level in the base of the column,
tamper detection of the access panel or any of the
enSenseTM sensors designed to complement the
enLight® platform. Away from the lamp post, wireless
enSenseTM devices can connect to the network via the
DOLFin-ProTM for their data feed to be sent on to the
enLight® enTalkTM API.

Simple installation and management
Installation of the HID Retrofit Kit couldn’t be easier
and is designed for a standard two man team with
a cherry picker/hoist to complete in around 20
minutes. Once fitted, all electrical safety checks can
be completed before closing up the lantern. The kit is
configured for the network using the handheld unit
and the in-built GPS provides accurate location
registration for lighting assets. The HID Retrofit
Kit is fully compatible with the enLight® enCoreTM
Management System or via other management
platforms through the enLight® enTalkTM API.

DolFin®Pro
(Digital Optical
Light Fully
Integrated
Network)

entelli-Ballast™

EnCore™
(Remote Management System)

For more information on enLight®
products visit http://enlight.network,
or contact enLight® via:
sales@enlight.co.uk or telephone:
+44 (0) 1508 521227
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